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Through his teaching, his textbook, and in his online blog, award-winning teacher Michael D.
Johnson sparks the interest of today’s science-intimidated student by connecting basic biology
to real-world issues relevant to students' own lives. Through a storytelling approach and
extensive online support, Human Biology: Concepts and Current Issues, Seventh Edition not
only demystifies how the human body works but drives students to become better consumers of
health and science information. Each chapter opens with Johnson’s popular "Current Issue"
essays, and BlogInFocus references within the chapter direct students to his frequently-updated
online blog for breaking human biology-related news. Seventh Edition offers stronger student
self-assessment tools with new and expanded critical thinking questions throughout each
chapter and in the end-of-chapter reviews.  

About the AuthorDr. Michael D. Johnson earned his B.S. degree in Zoology from Washington
State University and then moved East to earn a Ph.D. in physiology from the University of
Michigan. After completing a Postdoctoral Research Fellowship at Harvard Medical School he
joined the faculty of West Virginia University, where he remained for most of his career.From
2001 to 2006 Dr. Johnson resided in the Sultanate of Oman, where he served as Founding Dean
of a new medical school being built in academic partnership with West Virginia University.
Following a brief period back home at West Virginia University, in 2008 he moved to Qatar to
take the position of Associate Dean for Premedical Education at Weill Cornell Medical College in
Qatar. He returned to the United States in 2011 to concentrate on writing and on researching
topics of interest in Human Biology. Dr. Johnson received several teaching awards during his
career, including the West Virginia University Foundation Outstanding Teacher award and the
Distinguished Teacher Award of the School of Medicine. He is a member of the American
Physiological Society, the Human Anatomy and Physiology Society, the National Association of
Biology Teachers, and the American Association for the Advancement of Science. 
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Quiandra Smith, “All the pages are in-tact.. The book smells like a dirty human with perfume on
top. But all the pages I need are there for my class.”

Mitzi, “... for my Human Biology class and it came in great conditions. The book was very
informative and we .... I rented this book for my Human Biology class and it came in great
conditions. The book was very informative and we used it a lot through the course.”

Kerrian, “the book was in new condition. Usually when they say good condition you wonder if its
actually any good but mines was brand new. I got it very quickly so I was a happy customer.”

Erika Noorda, “Science rules!. This book is in good condition and is everything that I needed for
my biology class. I'm very pleased about it.”

The Paul, “Five Stars. Had to get it for class. It got me a A and that's all I remember.”

JEANNETTE GARCIA, “Five Stars. Great purchase received it right on time for my next class.”

Transporter, “Five Stars. As shown in the picture and I'm using it right now”

Carla, “Five Stars. Awesome buy!”

Claire S, “Good quality. Wish it had arrived on time. Good quality.  Wish it had arrived on time.”

The book by Michael D. Johnson has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 191 people have provided
feedback.
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